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The intention for the Dashboard

• Develop a “first-stop-shop” for environmental chemical data 
to support US-EPA and partner decision making:
– Centralized location for relevant chemical data
– Chemistry, exposure, hazard and dosimetry
– Combination of existing data and predictive models
– Publicly accessible, periodically updated, curated
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The Dashboard data collection

• Relative to PubChem & ChemSpider our collection is small (but open)

• We are focused specifically on chemicals of interest to the agency 
and, increasingly, those that can be detected in the environment



We use InChI identifiers…

• …in our registration and curation processes 
• …for searching single chemicals and batches of chemicals
• …for mappings within the application 
• …for linking to third-party websites
• …for registration into resolver databases
• …to add to our data exports for database mapping
• …as default information in many of our download files 



ChemReg Registration Tool



Using InChI during registrations

• List registrations can often include InChIs as one of the identifiers
• We use InChIs in tandem with names, CASRNs, SMILES etc to cross-

reference with existing records in the database
• Our team of curators use InChIs for online searching and comparison



Examples of use in curation

• Where mappings against substances in our database collide
• Polymers with InChIs
• Ambiguous stoichiometry 
• UVCB chemicals 

• InChI identifiers are essential in our curation process



Structural Identifiers



External Searches



Linked Substances

https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/multiple_results?input_type=inchikey_skeleton&inputs=MXWJVTOOROXGIU



Chemical List collections

• ~300 lists of chemicals aggregated by content or category



Downloadable with InChIs by default



Exported: Excel, TSV, SDF

• InChIKeys are commonly used for mapping to our datasets



External Link farm

• Because InChIs have proliferated linking to many useful 
external sources has been simplified. Linking is based on:

• Database_ID
• Name
• CASRN
• SMILES
• InChIKey



Example linkages of value

• MassBank (Europe)
• MoNA (MassBank of North America)
• Protein Databank
• ChemRTP Predictor
• Springer Materials
• Google Patents
• Google Books
• Google Scholar

• …and growing



Single Chemical Searches

• Of course we have the basic searches…

• URL landing pages for integration
• Full InChIkey: 

https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb
/results?search=MXWJVTOOROXGIU-
DETAZLGJSA-N

• Partial InChIkey: 
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb
/results?search=MXWJVTOOROXGIU

https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=MXWJVTOOROXGIU-DETAZLGJSA-N
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/dsstoxdb/results?search=MXWJVTOOROXGIU


Batch Search – Full InChIKey search 

…to download property and tox data

c



Batch Search – InChIKey skeleton

c



InChIKey Skeleton Searches
to support Non-Targeted Analysis 



Then use Metadata to Rank Candidates



Download Files
https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/downloads



Openly Sharing Data



TSCA Inventory – 40% no structures

• Many of the substances we deal with at EPA are not structures
• The TSCA active inventory is ~40% non-structurable



TSCA-related substances



Ambiguous stoichiometry
Thousands of chemicals 



Complex chemistry – Markush  

• We are ready to test and provide feedback 



Complex Chemistry - Markush

• We have appropriate structural representations – but no InChIs



Our contribution to teaching

• The majority of our users accessing the dashboard over the 
past few years had not heard of InChIs 

• We take the opportunity to educate our user community about 
the utility of InChIs

• We encourage InChIs in Supplementary Information Files
• We are sharing InChIs from our system with other EPA internal 

systems to their advantage



Conclusion

• Thank you, thank you, thank you…
• InChI identifiers are very useful to our efforts – we depend on it…

• …in our registration and curation processes 
• …for searching single chemicals and batches of chemicals
• …for mappings within the application 
• …for linking to third-party websites
• …for registration into resolver databases
• …to add to our data exports for database mapping
• …as default information in many of our download files 

• We are anxiously awaiting support for our complex chemistry 
challenges – polymers, organometallics, mixtures, Markush



Acknowledgments

• Contact: Williams.Antony@epa.gov
• Feedback and follow-up is 

welcomed! Your questions help
• The dashboard is based on the 

efforts of many more team 
members than us

• Many collaborators provide data
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